Speranza Architecture + Urban Design
The Firm

• Office of 6 located in Eugene, Oregon
• Firm led by Philip Speranza, AIA
• Multidisciplinary firm focusing on
  • Residential
  • Commercial
  • Master Planning
  • Urban Design
Our Commitment to the 2030 Challenge, and Ultimately, Better Buildings:

Buildings are a reflection of their spiritual makeup. By creating positive atmospheric experiences, our goal is not only to invest in the sustainability of a building, but also the development of sustainable behaviors.

At SA+UD we pledge to lead efforts towards the design of better buildings and aim to define how well-being in a building can amplify sustainable living.
Philosophy & Energy

Building Form

Big Move – Additive or Subtractive
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Sustainable Strategy

Ecological Incorporation
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THEN  ------------------------------------------  NOW

The Experience – The Future Impact From SAUD & Energy Trust
Real Data

First-hand experience of presenting real data to a client and the impact it makes on their decision-making towards better buildings
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Analysis on the front end of the design, partnered with our philosophy, helps us understand how the two can relate and allow us to make better buildings. We then can create a method of designing sustainable behaviors and make a better contribution to energy efficiency.
What the analysis can do to inform the design decision, how it can teach and inform the client, and ultimately how it can teach the user about their contribution to energy efficiency.
Our Effort Towards Efficiency
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